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Scintillation crystals are manufactured, by utilizing the phenomena to emit fluorescence when radiation was
put into special materials, by the same crystal manufacturing technology.
■High quality Sodium Iodide [NaI(Tl)]
■Other inorganic scintillation crystal [CsI(Tl), CaF2(Eu), BaF2, CeF3, etc.]
These crystals, which were developed and merchchandised by our company, gain high evaluation and reliance
by not only industrial circles but also many universities and laboratories.
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     CRYSTAL OPTICS DIVISION

Technology continues to develop with remarkable energy, as if the dream for future becomes the energy of technological
innovation and this technology again forms the new dreams. Our company sets COI(Crystals,Optics & Instruments) as
enterprise core, and has always challenged the realization of the dream for the new age. We desire for our enterprise to
continue to be able to contribute to the world, by further promotion of technology development of our company original
and also by supplying the high quality products reflecting its results. We hope we can count on your continued supports.

・ Optical crystals ・ High quality optical polish components

・ Optical multi coating components 

・ Scintillation crystals ・ Radiation measuring instruments
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・ Spark Chamber

      Cosmic Ray Observation System (Spark Chamber)

On the Cosmic Ray Observation System (Spark Chamber)
 The discharge chamber (spark chamber) is the observation 
system of flight track of particles developed, first in the world, 
at Osaka University.

Various type of discharge chamber (spark chamber) are now 
widely used all over the world, in the institutes of High Energy 
Pysics and/or Cosmic Rays as the  central experimental 
appartus.

Ohyo Koken Kogyo Ltd. modified the discharge chamber 
(spark chamber) used for experimental research  and      
developed a scientific education system and named as 
The Cosmic Ray Observation System [Spark Chamber]. 
For exhibition purpose, the system is designed with special 
considerations on ease of observation and maintenance as 
well as safety. 

We believe that the Cosmic Ray Observation System 
[Spark Chamber] is useful to recognise the existence of 
natural radiation and for better understanding of 
radiation by observing on-coming cosmic rays.
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